
INDUS SEALS & INDUS SCRIPT : 
 
No one should be surprised if the Indus Valley writing system also showed some Sumerian 
influence, and this has become obvious, for perhaps a dozen Indus signs were borrowed from 
these traders from Mesopotamia, whose docks received goods from India. 
 

      
 
 

Study of Linear Elamite, a writing system once used in Iran, (contemporary with Indus 
Script), actually, helped crack the Indus code. A monument from the Louvre Museum called 
the Table au Lion had a bilingual inscription on it in Akkadian and Linear Elamite. Because 
Akkadian is readable, researchers were able to decode a small portion of the Linear Elamite 
inscription, which read ‘Inshushinak of Susa, son of Shimpishuk.’ 
 





 
 
 
In 2010 I compared the known Linear Elamite signs with Indus Script, and gave tentative 
sound values to Indus signs that resembled the Linear Elamite signs ‘na’ and ‘shu.’  But the 
real breakthrough occurred when I compared Indus Script to Brahmi script. 

 
Brahmi Script, as seen in the chart below, had at least a dozen obvious Indus-similar signs, 
and when I took Brahmi ‘ma’ to be a later version of the Indus fish sign, I began to make 
real progress at decoding, since the fish sign is among the most common Indus symbols.  
 





                     
 

Three Indus seals yielded the common name maNi (jewel), and three others read namana 
(greetings). It was this last word that told me that I was definitely not decoding the Dravidian 
language I had been led to expect. ‘Namana’ is Sanskrit. 
 
What happened to Indus Script and the people who used it, after 1700 BC? Theories were 
offered that invaders destroyed the Indus Valley Civilization in 1500 BC. The truth is that 
climate changes and the drying up of the Ghaggar-Hakra river caused an exodus from the 
area, which resulted in writing systems derived from Indus script being introduced into the 
Near East, the Pacific and Europe, around 1450 BC. 
 





          
 

Chart from Salomon’s Indian Epigraphy 
 
The writing system that stayed in India, Brahmi, underwent various changes and 
simplifications that can be seen in this photo of a pot fragment found at Beth Dwarka in 
Gujarat, Northwest India. From right to left the inscription reads ‘ma-na-ja-ndra-an-y-y’ a 
name that means ‘having a likeness to the wife of Indra.’ The inscription is a mix, with the 
first 3 signs in Brahmi script, and the last four in Indus script. 
 
 





    Thermoluminescence dating showed that the pot was 
made in 1528 BC, a date very late for Indus Script, and the earliest known example of 
Brahmi script. 
 
The undated Indus seal below, from the Martin Schoyen collection, is described as having 
late Indus script on it. A Mesopotamian find, from left to right it reads, ‘la-y-vi.’ 
The Indus ‘la’ sign has taken a form similar to capital Greek lambda, the Indus ‘y’ sign 
looks like a backwards E, and the Indus ‘vi’ sign is now joined at the base so it’s like a 
Roman V. 
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Among the other writing systems derived from Indus Script, are Elder Futhark, used by the 
Norse, Orkhon, used in Central Asia, Old Hungarian Runes, Baybayin (Phillipines), and two 
Pacific Island writing systems, Carolinean, used on Woleai, and Rongo-rongo, used on Rapa 
Nui. To see comparisons of the writing systems, visit the Footnote Pages section. 
 
ORDER OF SCRIPTS : 
 
A few words describing Indus seals are in order, since it isn’t really possible to get a true 
observation from the thousands of (mostly black and white) photos available. 
 
Most Indus seals are only the size of a postage stamp. Many are made of mass-produced 
ceramic or fired soapstone, but some copper and silver ones have been found. Some seals 
have a holed boss on the back for a cord. The seals were probably worn around the neck and 
used for personal ID, stamping clay labels with freight destinations, and signing of 
documents. They are most similar to the square name seals used by the Chinese for stamping 
letterhead and correspondence. Some seals are two or three-sided, a few cylinder or roll 
seals have been found, and inscribed ivory rods were evidently used also, particularly in 





Harappa.  
 
The writing direction on the seals is generally right to left for the first line, as with the 
earliest Brahmi inscriptions, but like some ancient Greek and south Arabian inscriptions, the 
direction reverses with each subsequent line (boustrophedon writing style). However, some 
inscriptions consistently read right to left with each line, some read from the top down, and 
the only thing I can think of to help decipherers get their bearings is to start reading the 
inscription from above the bull’s horn, if there is a bull on the seal. Keep in mind that the 
seal shows a reversed image, and the impression of the seal shows the inscription as we 
would see it if a Harappan person wrote it. The letter following the serial number of a seal 
indicates ‘this is a seal’ if it is a capital letter, but it indicates an impression of a seal if it is 
lower case, for instance, a three sided seal would have the serial number followed by A, B or 
C for each side indicated. The alphabet letter preceding the serial number of the seal shows 
the find site of the seal, for example, H-95A indicates the 95th seal found at Harappa, M-22 
is the 22nd seal found at Mohenjo-daro, and so forth.  
 
Not all of the seals have a pictorial animal emblem on them, but the most common ones 
feature bulls seen in profile, probably to signify moral authority, the Bull of Dharma 
as the government authority issuing the seal. Other emblems include rhinos, elephants, 
tigers, gharials, water buffalo, a man in a horned headdress, a group of women, a tree, a 
rabbit, and fish. Many seals have a decorative pattern or scene, but no inscription. Swastikas 
and crosses were favorite patterns, and these may have been used to stamp patterns on saris. 
Some uninscribed seals may have been used to illustrate cotton-paper books or pamphlets, 
since they resemble block-prints used for that purpose, and a number of them show scenes 
from the Mahabharata, such as the story of Skanda and his battle with the Asuras, Taraka 
and Mahisha, as well as the scene in which Skanda is given various animals as gifts by the 
other grateful deities. 
 
Indus inscriptions are not found just on seals, but on personal possessions of various kinds; 
pots, blades, metal tools, beads, and also on the famous signboard that once rested above the 
city gate at Dholavira in northwest India. 
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                            SOME INDUS SIGNS  
                                               (after Sinha, et al.,) 
 

       

 
  a2    a1 adhi  ag  aksha  am   ak   al     an    ash  aush  ba   bi   bhru  bo      bra   cha  chi 

                    





 daj       da       de     deva  devaka  devendr  dh   dha     dhu    dra     eka      ga      gat 
 

                            

 
  ha    har    he      in        ja        ka       kam       kan      kar     ko     krau        ku          la 
 

                                   
  li         ma1      ma2      mi       na1     na1        na2        naa1          naa2          nda      ndra 
 

                     
 nga    ni     nta    nya       nu     o       pa           pri    pra              pu     ra      ra        ri 
 

                                                       
         ri         rma          RNa        Rta         ru       rya      sau      Selv       sh, h          shi 

                                           
            shu       sur     tza       ta       th        tha1      tha2       ti        tri        trik      u 

                                               
              va         vah     vahi     ve         vi         y        ya1         yo      yama    za 
 
 




